High frequency oscillations in epileptic rodents: Are we doing it right?
The detection of high-frequency oscillations (HFOs, ripples: 80-200 Hz, fast ripples: 250-500 Hz) is often based on considering ripples or fast ripples in isolation; overlapping ripples and fast ripples are excluded from further analysis. Here, we studied overlapping HFOs during spontaneous seizures in pilocarpine-treated animals. Spontaneous seizures (n = 6 animals) presented with either hypersynchronous- (HYP, n = 18) or low-voltage fast-onset (LVF, n = 21) pattern. Ripples and fast ripples overlapping by more than 30% were analysed. Overlapping HFOs could show a unimodal power spectrum between 80-500 Hz (n = 188, 58.9%) or a bimodal power spectrum, with peaks in power between 80 and 200 Hz and between 250 and 500 Hz (n = 131, 41.1%,). Overlapping HFOs occurred at higher rates during HYP seizures compared to the pre-ictal period in seizure onset zones (p < 0.001) and regions of secondary spread (p < 0.001). When comparing HYP and LVF seizures, we found that overlapping HFOs occurred at higher rates before LVF seizures (p < 0.05) compared to HYP seizures but, during the ictal period, HYP seizures showed higher rates of overlapping HFOs than LVF seizures (p < 0.001). We have analysed overlapping ripples and fast ripples shortly before and during seizures. Although overlapping ripples and fast ripples represent a minority of HFOs, they may provide additional information on the excitability of neuronal networks that generate seizures in animal models and patients presenting with mesial temporal lobe epilepsy.